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The Divine Mystic is revealed within the pages of the powerful book of
poetry and ancient teachings I have The Moon Reminded Me personally at
my desk and home to remind me simply because what is important as I
begin my day. The words leap off the page, open my center, and dive
right into my soul to provide moments of deep peace, some occasional
humor, and a deeper yearning for more. It's a terrific way to start and
end my day "The Moon" sparkles with enlightened wisdom, both simple and
profound. Her like, insight and soul wisdom is certainly revealed as the
Divine Mystic that she actually is. I invite you to open your heart and
allow Divine be revealed to you as you browse and contemplate the many
poems and ancient teachings. Award winning poetry very well earned I
absolutely love this publication of poetry. Because of this, I love this
publication with all my center!. I bought one at a bookstore and
appreciated it so much I ordered 5 even more from Amazon for presents.
The Moon Reminded Me inspires my heart and challenges my brain to reach
for the deepest connection to the One within. Yogacharya O'Brian's
poetry touches my heart and network marketing leads me back again to
remembrance of who We am at the core of my being. I have considered The
Moon Reminded Me already often to find an image to share with others
that invokes an understanding or feeling that goes beyond the informal
expressions of regular speech. It touched me deeply to start to see the
vulnerability of her sharing her deepest love for God among others. The
images painted by her poetry embody and inspire a rely upon the Oneness
of most Beings. Her terms have inspired both laughter and tears. I would
recommend it very highly for both personal inspiration and as a
reference for posting with others. Heart Opening Poetry This book is
precious to me. It speaks to the heart of mysticism and spiritual
practice, while at the same time honoring the sacred atlanta divorce
attorneys day. I am often moved to tears even after heading back to this
publication again and again.thank you meant for creating this daily
treasure of remembrance! That center opening gives the Light a chance to
enter. This publication broke my heart open up. I purchased the kindle
version and the paperback- there are hardly any books where I've both!
Ellen a gifted poet has been writing for a long time and each new book
is more beautiful compared to the last. Amazing poems.Supriya Ellen a
gifted poet offers been composing for a very long time and each new book
is more beautiful compared to the last The beauty and depth of Ellen
Grace O'Brian's book will need your breath away.... The spiritual
ecstasy a few of the poems provide makes me read these poems over and
over. The explanation for some of the spiritual terms used from Hindu
and Sufi traditions makes it simple to follow while also learning the
concepts from the yoga exercise traditions accompanied by the particular
cultures in their most authentic form. Portable Inspiration! I own an
analog copy of this book, but now I can carry it with me about my phone
and iPad! This book provides inspiration cover to cover. The spiritual
ecstasy a few of the poems . A testament to the beautiful work. I have



personally benefited from her wisdom for a long time. She offers us
pearls of wisdom on how best to live our everyday lifestyle through
these teachings.. The Moon Reminded Me is one of my favorite poetry
books The Moon Reminded Me personally is one of the best poetry books. I
have it on my nightstand and every morning after my meditation, I open
the book to a random page. Again and again, whichever poem I property on
points me in the proper direction and reminds me that I AM. The poems
are deep and soul touching. this new publication, The Moon Reminded Me,
is actually a treasure. A Beautiful Invitation Offered in this Exquisite
Book The sweet invitation to sit and invite the words to transport me
within to my very own remembering. A precious present. You can easily
personally relate to them with a heartfelt and frequently humorous
connection. Amazing poems...Thank you!. This book provides inspiration
cover to cover What an incredible find! Tender This beautiful book of
poems by Ellen Grace O'Brian feels as though a soft kiss to the soul .
What an incredible find! It's a great way to start and end my time.
Sometimes our human experience is so beautiful it gets the capacity to
break our heart open. A genuine treasure---poetry that speaks to the
heart I’ve browse and savored various other poetry books by Ellen Grace
O’Brian; I picked mine up at the bookstore and on the point of order
several as gifts. Yogacharya Ellen Grace O'Brian includes a gorgeous and
profound way to weave her poetry and Vedic teachings in a
straightforward however deep spiritual level that uplifts and reminds us
that the Divine is within and around us in each and every instant when
we take a moment to pause and keep in mind.
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